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The National program for empowering and self sustaining community in rural area (PNPM MP) if one of the community empowerment program used in order to accelerate poverty reduction and expansion of empolyment opportunities in rural areas. This research aim to analyze the evaluation of the implementation of SPP on UPK PNPM MP to measure the achievement from SPP’s activities in Kalirejo district at Lampug Tengah Regency. The method used is descriptive research type with qualitative approach. Data collection techniques used in this study are documentation, in-depth interviews, and observations.

The result shows; 1) from input evaluation. The implementation of SPP activities have met the procedures state on basic regulation of SPP activities. The level of community participation is quite high seen from the number of beneficiaries of SPP program, but for socialization activity is SPP less touches the community which is located in remote villages, so that many of them do not know about SPP program. 2) from process evaluation; the procedures of SPP program is easy to follow. High participation of the community in the activities of SPP can create field for women, like making culinary ventures, and others. Implementation of the program done in accountable: at the administrative process performed with the listing which is cear careful consideration, and supported the evidences of use or the distribution of funds. 3) from output evaluation; the SPP was only able to meet the needs of funding as much as 10,48% of the families in Kalirejo. The poverty level during the past two years has increased, this indicates that the program has not been able to increase economic of poor households, especially women. 4) from outcome evaluation; program SPP considered quite successful in practice based on the audit evaluation on return the credit that achieve 90%.
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